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Abstract

Spinal cord injuries (SCI) are among the biggest challenges for medical and engineering
fields in the modern era. Many people experience various accidents every year that cause major
irreversible trauma in the spinal cord. Damaged neural cells caused by SCI cannot be regenerated,
and patients have to live with pain, spasms, or loss of movement. Stem cell differentiation can be
a potential solution to generate enough neurol cells in vitro to apply at the defective region. In this
research, the impact of dynamic mechanical stimulation on the differentiation of PC-12 cell lines
towards neurol cells was studied. Models to apply with controllable strain and frequency dynamic
mechanical loading on the scaffolds were successfully built. To enhance the cell-scaffold adhesion
and the impact of the mechanical loading, types of scaffold surface modification were tested. It
was discovered that corona discharge treatment could significantly enhance adhesion. Through
dynamic loading experiments, it was confirmed that mechanical stimulation could enhance the
stem cell differentiation towards neurol cells, especially at lower strain and higher loading
frequency.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Motivation
There are approximately 12,500 new spinal cord injuries (SCI) each year, meaning 40 out
of every one million people suffer such an injury. Between 240,000 and 337,000 Americans
currently live with SCI (NSCISC, 2016). About one-third of those with injury to the neck area
will need breathing and require respiratory support (Zimmer, 2007). Depending on the nature of
the injury, the cost of the first year of care ranges from $300,000 to about $1 million, and
subsequent costs per year range from $40,000 to about $170,000 (NSCISC, 2016). However, as
neural cells in the spinal cord cannot be regenerated, current SCI therapy options are limited at
medications and therapy to prevent further damage, surgery to remove unhealthy parts and prevent
further pain or deformity (Goetz, 2007). The loss of the spinal cord's neural tissue leads to severe
symptoms, including paraplegia, triplegia, tetraplegia; loss of movement, altered sensation, bowel
or bladder control; exaggerated reflex activities, or spasms; pain or an intense stinging
sensation(NSCISC, 2016). Regeneration or replacement of neuron tissues for SCI is the most
effective way to address the above symptoms.
However, neural cells are challenging to regenerate by themselves. People have discovered
two mechanisms preventing the regeneration of neuron cells after SCI. One is that the astrocyte
scar formed around the SCI lesion region. After the injury, the reactive astrocytes form a severalcell-thick scar border (Joung et al., 2020). It limits the regeneration of the adjacent viable neural
tissue. The second mechanism is the inhibitory proteins NI-35/250 at the oligodendrocyte and
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central myelin cell surface (Buffo, 2000). These proteins severely limit transplanted and
endogenous axonal outgrowth in both in vitro and in vivo models (Joung et al., 2020). It was also
found that these products are produced in the lesion area after damage as myelin breakdown
products (Joung et al., 2020). Therefore, we need to explore new ways to develop spinal cord
neuron tissue regeneration. Efficiency, controllability, and specialization for different patients are
also important.
1.2 The Need of in Vitro Stem Cell Differentiation to Generate Neural Cells
For patients whose permanent cells which cannot be regenerated (e.g., nerve cells and
myocardial cells) are damaged, it is difficult to find enough cells to allow the regeneration of the
new tissues for the replacement purpose. Differentiation of the patient’s own stem cells can be an
effective solution with the benefits of providing personalized therapy, preventing immunoreaction,
and reducing recovery time (Nature Reports Stem Cells, 2007). Stem cells are the “root” in the
body. The other cells in the body have specialized functions; however, stem cells can generate any
cells under the right conditions in vivo or in vitro when stem cells divide to create more cells called
daughter cells (Zhu, 1999). These cells can be driven to gain specific functions. Hence, they can
be applied to diseased or damaged tissue to regenerate or repair these defections. They generate
neural cells with suitable stimulations. This function of stem cells gives the opportunities to
recover irreparable injuries with conventional methods (Nature Reports Stem Cells, 2007).
Unfortunately, although there is no particular spinal cord treatment for major trauma such
as falling from a tree or car accident, scientists and doctors can apply different conventional
methods for minor trauma like a herniated disk or illness related to infections such as a tumor
(Humphreys & Eck, 1999). These methods vary from conventional massage therapist to surgery.
With the rise of technology, these methods are modifications and better to relief to pain on the
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spinal cord. For example, Spinal cord stimulation treatment, which is an embedded machine that
sends low levels of electricity precisely into the spinal cord, replaces conventional therapy and
surgery that is mostly the last resort if patients do not respond against nonoperative
treatment(Ontario, 2020). Nevertheless, these methods can do nothing but relieve the pain.
At this point, neural stem cells can open new doors in biomedical industries. Recently,
scientists who work neurological syndromes research field try to reverse disorders by promoting
neural regeneration and neuroprotection. Experimental studies with animal models have
demonstrated that neural cell transfer can help some recovery of function in neurological disorders;
however, they have discovered that the healing process is never ended. Hence, the scientists who
work tissue engineering field have planned new strategies in order to compensate for these
deficiencies. They try to raise regeneration and neuronal guidance more predominantly in spinal
cord lesions for retinal implants (Lindvall & Kokaia, 2006). In order to differentiate and encourage
locomotor healing, they use human neural stem cells in spinal cord-injured mice in their studies
(Cummings, 2005). Other previous studies revealed that the stem cells which is settled into the
injured spinal cord could conduct beneficial advantages all the way through trophic factor
excretion or the remyelination of released neurites (Odonkor, Orman, Orhurhu, Stone, & Ahmed,
2019). For example, human neural stem cells planted into the damaged mouse spinal cord created
new neurons and oligodendrocytes, conducting locomotor recovery (Odonkor et al., 2019).
However, using stem cells to recover illness is a novel method in biomedical industries and
academics. Most studies take place in the lab environment, mostly in vitro. Even if the animals are
used in some studies, there is not enough data to recover irreparable injuries or incurable illnesses
such as Alzheimer’s or major trauma in the spinal cord (Vancamp, 2020). Fortunately, generating
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neural cells from stem cells will become the first method to use in treating many diseases in the
near future, thanks to modern technology (Lindvall & Kokaia, 2006).
1.3 Factors Affecting the Cell Differentiation towards Neural Cells
Many factors affect stem cells' differentiation, including bio/chemical signals and physical
signals. The bio/chemical signals are mostly called growth factors. Even Though there are various
signal transduction pathways, specific signal transduction pathways often have following similar
steps during the cell differentiation control. A ligand that is a material take a complex shape with
a biomolecule to help a biological purpose is produced by one cell to connect with a receptor in
the extracellular area of the neighbor cell (Rudel & Sommer, 2003). Thus, the receptor cytoplasmic
domain shape gain modifications, and the enzymatic activity is obtained by a receptor. Then, the
receptor joins reactions as a catalyzer that activate other proteins (Albert et al., 2002). A series of
responses eventually starts an immobilized transcription factor or cytoskeletal protein, thus
contributing to the target cell's differentiation process. A series of reactions trigger an inactive
transcription factor or cytoskeletal protein when the reactions end; hence, they contribute to the
differentiation process in the designated cells (Rudel & Sommer, 2003).
Conventionally, to manipulate stem cell differentiation, the understanding of biochemical
signal pathway is a fundamental necessity. Several growth factors and cytokines have completed
these differentiation pathways. In the meanwhile, physical characteristics such as tissue stiffness,
topology, and stretch play a crucial role in determining stem cells' differentiation pathways,
according to new studies (Kumar, 2017). In order to control differentiation, creating pathways with
the mechanical stimulus is called a mechanobiological pathway. Mechanobiological pathways
have been emphasized that cells uninterruptedly identify the neighboring microenvironment's
topographical and mechanical features (Halim, Ariyanti, Luo, & Song, 2020). Moreover, they
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control their functional phenotypes throughout suitable physiological answers to sustain
homeostasis. Relations between cell–cell and cell–extracellular matrix (ECM) interactions
determine physical contacts between the external and the internal of individual cells to control
several cellular functions, including migration, proliferation, adhesion, and cell differentiation
(Han, Kim, Lee, & Kim, 2020). Current studies have demonstrated that nuclear mechanosensation
is a crucial reaction to physical stimuli. The nuclear membrane is strongly connected to integrinbased main adhesion around cytoskeletal ﬁbers that can convey external strength or cytoskeletal
tension to the nuclear membrane, triggering physical deformation of the nucleus (Han et al., 2020).
Recent studies have revealed that different mechanical methods can trigger cytoskeletal
protein that consists of stem cells to create new pathways for cell differentiation. These mechanical
methods are mainly cyclic mechanical strain, fluid shear stress, matrix stiffness and topography,
microgravity, and electrical stimulation (Halim et al., 2020). According to Halim (2020), neurons
can get differentiated thanks to these mechanical stimuli. For example, rat mesenchymal cells
demonstrated increasing neuronal markers under the microgravity stimulation for 3 days. 4
printing structures are used as a new mechanical stimulus method (Ulbrich, 2014). Another
example, smart materials can regulate stem cell differentiation. They have the capability to change
surface topography, or they can create stress on the surface (Miao et al., 2018). They can create a
mechanical stimulus for cell differentiation. However, shape-changing should have an
appropriately speed for neural differentiation because fast shape change can be harmful to cells
(Miao et al., 2016). According to (Miao et al., 2016), soybean oil epoxidized acrylate (SOEA) is
suitable biocompatible biomaterials that can change shape under standard conditions because
SOEA’s glass transition temperature is 20o C degrees. Limited smart materials change shape under
standard conditions for stem cell differentiation, and it is not easy to regulate shape-changing time
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with current technology. However, experiments of the mechanical stimulus impact on neural cell
differentiation can show what kind of designs and materials can use in the smart structure for future
study (Guilak, 2009).
1.4 PC-12 Cell Lines
Recent lab tests on nervous system diseases trust mainly on animal experiments. These
experiments are related to ethical problems; moreover, they are expensive, and the results are often
inaccurate (Wiatrak, 2020). On the other hand, in vitro methods are fast and less demanding
approaches to exam chemicals for their neurotoxic properties (National Academies of Sciences,
2015). In in vitro techniques, cell lines are principally extracted from rodents or humans without
harm to the subject (Wiatrak, 2020). In order to set up the proper design of the experiment, it
should be noted that the right cell line has been selected concerning optimal responding for a
particular hypothesis (Bal-Price, 2018). The use of a wrong kind may cause an inaccurate
evaluation of the experiment. Furthermore, the environment in which the cell culture is kept can
impact their fundamental characteristic; hence, it also effects experiment final result performance
(Wiatrak, 2020).
PC-12 cell lines are a widely utilized model in neurobiology. They have been widely
distinctive for neurosecretion (Westerink, 2008). The reputation of PC12 cells is primarily owing
to their tremendous flexibility for pharmacologic manipulation (Wiatrak, 2020). They are easy of
culture and have a significant background experience in their proliferation and differentiation.
They developed under normal conditions are distinctive by morphology, physiology, and
biochemistry of the adrenal cells (Raff, 2011).
PC-12 cells are rat pheochromocytoma cells, and they use neural cell development
experiments. PC-12 cell lines prefer to grow as floating clusters instead of attaching on a dish
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surface or a scaffold. They are cultivated in suspension tend to aggregate and adhere weakly to
non-coated surfaces. To enhance cell adhesion, materials like Collagen or Poly-L-lysine have been
coated on the scaffolds (Haq, 2006).
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Chapter 2: Experiments

2.1 Materials
Chemical materials used in this study are listed in Table 2.1. The table explains what
chemicals were used for what process and where they were ordered.
Table 2.1 List of chemical materials.
Material
Abbreviation
Collagen-1
Poly-L-lysine
Poly-D-lysine
Phosphate Buffered Saline
PC-12 Cell lines
RPMI-1640
Horse serum
Fetal bovine serum
Penicillin
Streptomycin
L-glutamine

PLL
PDL
PBS
HS
FBS
-

Vendor
Advanced
Biomatrix
Sigma Aldrich
Sigma Aldrich
Sigma Aldrich
Sigma Aldrich
Sigma Aldrich
Sigma Aldrich
Sigma Aldrich
Sigma Aldrich
Sigma Aldrich
Sigma Aldrich

Explanation

Nerve grow factor
Formaldehyde
Triton X-100
Tween 20
Bovine serum albumin
Normal goat serum
Alexa Fluor 488
Doublecortin
4′,6-diamidino-2phenylindole
Thermoplastic polyurethane
Polycaprolactone
Polydimethylsiloxane

NGF
BVS
NGS
DCX

Sigma Aldrich
Sigma Aldrich
Sigma Aldrich
Sigma Aldrich
Sigma Aldrich
Sigma Aldrich
Abcam
Abcam

Coating material
Coating material
Coating material
For rinse
Cells for experiment
Medium for cells grow
Supplement for medium
Supplement for medium
Supplement for medium
Supplement for medium
Supplement for medium
Grow factor for
differentiation
For fixing cells
For permeabilized cells
To Make PBST
For blocking cells
For blocking cells
For stain cells
For stain cells

DAPI
TPU
PCL
PDMS

Abcam
Hatchbox
Esun
QSIL 216

To stain cells
To make scaffolds
To make scaffolds
To make scaffolds
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2.2 Equipment
Equipment used in this study are listed in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2 Equipment list.
no
Equipment
Sterilized plastic
1
pipettes
Sterilized glass
2
pipettes
3
Pipet Controller
4
CO2 incubator
5
Centrifuge
6
Sterilized tubes
7

Optical Microscope

Vendor

Model

Explanation

Corning

2 ml/5 ml/10 ml

For cells grow

Fisherbrand

1ml

For cells grow

Fisherbrand
ThermoScientific
Thermofisher
Corning

FB14955202
Steri Cycle 370
75007210
50 ml

Olympus

CKX41

Laurell

Nikon Ti-E
Fluorescence
WS-650-23B

For cells grow
For cells grow
For cells grow
For cells grow
To examine
cells
To examine
cells
For coating

Glassmann

PS/FX01P300-GF0

For coating

HouLight

High Power 20W
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Fluorescence
Microscope
Spin Coater
Corona Treatment
Device
450 nm UV light

12

FDM printer

Qidi

Qidi Tech -1

13

DLP printer

Phrozen

XL 4K

14

DC motor

Bemonoc

12 V

15

Type-2 biosafety
cabinet

ThermoScientific

1300 Series

16

Autoclave

SADA

VA-SD

17

Cryogenic Tank

CY50935

18

Vacuum Oven

ThermoScientific
Across
International

For coating
To print
samples
To print
samples
For Dynamic
Loading
For Cell
Culturing
For sterilized
bottles
To store cells

1.9 CF

To heat

19

Desiccator

SP Scienceware

55205

20

Vacuum Pump

Elitech

SVP-7

21

Pipettors

Sartorius mLINE

10μL / 1000μL

8
9
10

Nikon

To apply
vacuum
To apply
vacuum
For cells grow
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2.3 The Dynamic Loading Model
2.3.1 Design of The Loading Device
SolidWorks 2019 was used to design the loading device. Designed model in the CAD
program consists of 3 different parts. They are cantilever, hook, and cylinder. The length of the
cantilever is 28 cm, and the diameter of it is 4 cm. 2 different cylinder was produced to make 4 %
and 8 % strain rate. The center of the gear is not coincident with the cylinder's center. There are
0.8 mm or 1.8 mm distances between them for strain rate. Hence, the strain rate can be adjusted
on the device. The cylinder diameter is 4 mm. The hook connects between scaffold and device. It
consists of a beam (8 mm x 4 mm x 25 mm) CAD designs showed in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 a) The cantilever CAD design. b) The hook CAD design. c) The gear CAD design.
2.3.2 3D Printing of The Device
In order to print device parts, fused deposition modeling (FDM) was applied. Qidi Tech-1
printer and Qidi print software were used during the printing process. Polylactic acid (PLA) is
selected as a printing material. It is the most commonly used plastic filament material in 3D
printers. It is also rigid and durable. Hence, it is suitable for cantilever design which is used a
dynamic loading device. The printing temperature of PLA was 200o C degrees, and printer build
10

platform temperature was 60o C degrees. Print speed was adjusted to 30 mm/s, and infill density
was 15%. The flow rate is selected 100%. The layer thickness was 0.2 mm.
2.3.3 Assembly and Characterization of Dynamic Loading Device
In order to apply dynamic movement on the scaffold, the model in Figure 2.2 was
developed. The model's basic idea was to convert angular momentum to linear movement. The
first part of the model is the mini electric DC motor that is 12V, and it has adjustable revolutions
per minute (RPM). The cylinder part leads to an angular movement to the cantilever. It was also
used to adjust strain rates 4% and 8%, respectively. This gear relates to a cantilever. There is a
hook end of the cantilever to grab the scaffold on one side. It transfers angular movement to arms
as a linear movement through the cantilever; thus, the scaffold makes lateral movement on the
differentiation process. Another side of the scaffold is attached a fix support; hence dynamic force
is applied in one way. Thanks to adjustable RPM, the experiment can be applied at 0,5 Hz and 1
Hz. In this model, strain percentage can change with respect to gear size; therefore, 4% and 8%
strain was applied on the scaffold for PC-12 cell lines neural differentiation. The dynamic model
device's all equipment was sterilized with the ethanol bath in 5 minutes to reduces contamination
before they put in the incubator and bio-safety cabinet.

Figure 2.2 a) Dynamic experiment model. b) The model in the incubator.
11

2.4 Scaffold Design and Manufacturing
Scaffolds that are made through biomaterials have been used in many bioengineering
applications. One of their applications is for cell culture, proliferation, and differentiation. Cell
culture indicates the growth of cells in a beneficial artificial environment. The cells can be
extracted from the tissue directly and separated before cultivation, or they could be obtained from
a cell line that has already been formed. Cells need appropriate conditions and equipment for the
culture process. These equipment are suitable dishes or flasks with the medium that includes the
nutrient supplements such as amino acid serums, vitamins, antibiotics, growth factors, or key
hormones. In order to standardize the proper cell growth, standard cell culture conditions should
be provided. For Instance, these conditions are 5 % CO2 gases and 95 % air, 37o C temperature,
pH 7, osmotic pressure for human mesenchymal stem cells (Education, 2016). Cell conditions play
a significant role in controlling suitable cell growth in a non-natural environment (Education,
2016).
In the experiment, three different materials are selected according to previous studies (Haq,
2006, Miao et al., 2016). These are biocompatible thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU),
polycaprolactone (PCL), and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). These materials produced different
sizes, shapes, and methods to find optimum scaffolds for the experiment. They are also coated
with other ways and materials to promote PC-12 Cell lines adhesion.
2.4.1 TPU Scaffolds Design and Manufacturing
Thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) filaments (TPU 95A) were chosen as scaffold material
because they were accessible, printable, and flexible. The experimental scaffold was printed via
fused deposition modeling (FDM) printer. Qidi Tech-1 printer and Qidi print software were used
during the printing process. The printing temperature of TPU was 230o C degrees, and printer build
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platform temperature was 60o C degrees. The print speed was adjusted to 30 mm/s, and infill
density was 15%. The layer thickness was 0.2 mm. Scaffolds design were drawn via SolidWorks
2019 CAD software. The design criteria for the neural scaffold must include porosity structure,
suitable mechanical strength, and appropriate foldable features for dynamic movement. Therefore,
the scaffold was designated 30 mm x 20 mm x 1 mm in size. The distance between pores is 1 mm
or 1.5 mm, and pores were designed as a square 1 mm x 1mm or 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm in size for the
grid and zigzag patterns. In Figure 2.3 there is an example of a TPU scaffold in the grid pattern.
2.4.2 PCL Scaffolds Design and Manufacturing
PCL scaffold was printed via FDM. PCL is a biocompatible polymer. It has been used for
soft or hard tissue applications for decades. Biomaterials like collagen can be applied on PCL
scaffold through the coating method. Qidi Tech-1 printer and Qidi print software were used during
the printing process. The printing temperature of PCL was 155o C degrees, and the printer build
platform temperature was room temperature. Print speed was adjusted to 30 mm/s, and infill
density was 20%. The layer thickness was 0.2 mm. Infill pattern was chosen as a grid, and the flow
rate adjust 150 %. The scaffold design was drawn via SolidWorks 2019 CAD software. According
to design criteria for neural scaffold, the design must include porosity structure, suitable
mechanical strength, appropriate foldable featured for dynamic movement. Therefore, the scaffold
was designated 40 mm x 20 mm x 0.5 mm in size. The distance between pores is 1 mm or 1.5 mm,
and pores are designed as a square 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm or 1 mm x 1 mm in size. Zigzag and grid
pattern were chosen on the scaffold designs.
2.4.3 PDMS Scaffolds Design and Manufacturing
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) was chosen as another material to produce a scaffold for
the dynamic experiment. In order to build a PDMS scaffold, the DLP printer was used to make a
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mold. The mold material was Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) resin. Phrozen Sonic XL 4K
printer was used to make a mold. The mold was drawn via SolidWorks 2019, and the Phrozen 3D
application is used to convert the CAD file to the appropriate STL file for the printer. The printer
has monochrome LCD technology that provides to cure up to 0.2 seconds. Exposure time was
1500 ms and retract speed was 150 mm/min. The layer thickness was set up in 50 micrometers.
After the printing process, the mold was put on the 450 nm UV light for 30 minutes to enhance its
mechanical properties.
Producing PDMS scaffold began after ABS mold was done. In order to make PDMS,
Elastomer based and curing aged were mixed 10 minutes in used 1:7 (elastomer based bigger 7
times than curing age) ratio. After 10 minutes, the mixture was put into a desiccator and desiccate
for 5 minutes to remove bubbles. After 5 minutes, the valve was opened and closed quickly. This
process was repeated at least 5 times till all bubbles were gone. When all bubbles were removed,
the mixture takes out from the desiccator.
When the PDMS mixture was ready, it was poured into the ABS mold. If there is a
remaining bubble, they were busted via pipettes. Then, the mold was waited at room temperature
for an hour to be sure the mixture is spreading on the mold. After an hour, the mold was put into
the oven to cook for an hour at 80o C degrees. After cooked in the oven, the mold was taken out
and waited at room temperature for 45 minutes. Thus, The PDMS scaffold was ready to use for
the experiment. The scaffold was designated 40 mm x 20 mm x 0.5 mm in size. The distance
between pores is 1 mm, and pore designed as a square 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm in size. The smooth
surface sample is also produced as a 40 mm x 30 mm x 0.5 mm.
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Figure 2.3 a) Experimental PCL scaffolds. b) Experimental TPU scaffold through FDM printer. c)
Experimental PDMS scaffolds.
2.5 Scaffold Surface Modification
In order to increase the mechanical stimulus effect on cell differentiation, cells should
attach to the surface of the scaffold properly. Surface modifications help to promote cell adhesion
on scaffolds. Different chemicals provide surface modification on cell differentiation. Collagen-1
(Advanced Biomatrix, Carlsbad, CA), Poly-L-lysine (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), and Poly-D-lysine
(Sigma, St. Louis, MO) were selected as coating materials with respect to previous studies (Haq,
2006, Miao et al., 2016). Collagen-1 was diluted in the sterilized water in 1:30, which means 1 ml
collagen-1 for 30 ml water, to make the collagen-1 solution. Poly-L-lysine (PLL) and Poly-Dlysine (PDL) solutions were also diluted in the water to make a 0.1 mM solution (Wiatrak, 2020).
Moreover, different coating processes were applied to find the optimum coating process.
The First method is dip coating. Dip coating uses to coat on the dish surface for PC-12 Cell lines.
15

However, it shows different results for different materials. In the dip coating process, chemicals
were diluted in the sterilized water with suitable concentrations like 1:10 or 1:30 (Wiatrak, 2020).
The samples stay in solutions with different durations that are explained in Table 2.3. Then, the
samples are rinsed with phosphate buffered saline (PBS, Sigma, St. Louis, MO) in 5 minutes.
According to table 2.3, it did not show cell differentiation, and attached cell numbers were too
limited to obtain meaningful results even if it coated dishes where scaffolds were located.
Table 2.3 Dip coating surface modification results.
Solution
No
Chemical
Ratio
Coating Hours
1
2
3
4
2 hr.
5
6
Collagen-1
1:30
7
8
9
8 hr.
10
11
12
2 hr.
13
8hr.
1:10
14
15
16
2 hr.
17 Poly-L-lysine
18
19
0.1 mM
0.5 hr.

Material
PCL
TPU
PCL
TPU
PCL
TPU
PCL

PDMS

PCL
TPU
PDMS
PCL
TPU

Design
Grid 1 mm2 pore
Grid 1 mm2 pore
Zigzag 1 mm2 pore
Zigzag 1 mm2 pore
Grid 0.25 mm2 pore
Grid 0.25 mm2 pore
Grid 1 mm2 pore
Grid 0.56 mm2 pore
Smooth thin layer
Smooth thin layer
Grid 1 mm2 pore
Grid 1 mm2 pore
Grid 0.56 mm2 pore
Smooth thin layer
Grid 0.25 mm2 pore
Grid 0.25 mm2 pore
Smooth thin layer
Grid 0.25 mm2 pore
Grid 0.25 mm2 pore

Another coating method that was applied on scaffolds is spin coating. Spin coating is used
to deposit solution homogeneously in the flat substrates (Middleman, 1993). Thanks to high-level
rpm, it is possible to absorb chemicals into the scaffold infill. The samples were located in the spin
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coater thanks to the vacuum pump. The vacuum pump provides samples attached to the spinner,
and solutions were applied on the scaffolds through a pipette. The samples were exposed to 1400
rpm in 2 minutes, and then they rinsed with PBS three times. The spin coat approach demonstrated
a few cells attachment on scaffolds on the PCL and TPU scaffolds for collagen-1 and PDL;
however, it did not show cell differentiation, and the attached cell looked so weak. Therefore, they
cannot obtain a meaningful result even if it is better than dip coating. In the Figure 2.5, the
attachment cells are seen after the applied spin coating process. PDMS is hydrophobic material;
hence, it did not show good spin coat process results.
Table 2.4 Spin coating surface modification results.
Coating Solution Coating
No Method
Ratio
Hours Material
1
2

PCL
Collagen1

TPU
1:30

3

PDMS

4
5

PCL
Poly-Llysine

6

1:10

TPU

0.1 mM

PCL
2 min.

7
8

Poly-Dlysine

1:10

TPU

0.1 mM

PDMS

Design
Grid 1 mm2
pore
Grid 1 mm2
pore
Grid 0.56
mm2 pore
Grid 1 mm2
pore
Grid 1 mm2
pore
Grid 1 mm2
pore
Grid 1 mm2
pore
Smooth thin
layer

Results
Cells do not attach
A few cells attached but no
differentiation
Cells do not attach
Cells do not attach
Cells do not attach
A few cells attached but no
differentiation
A few cells attached but no
differentiation
Cells do not attach

UV treatment is another modification method. Applying UV on the scaffolds provides preheating on the surface, and it causes to change in surface chemistry (Haq, 2006). Hence, the UV
treatment method gives good results for some materials. In this study, the samples cover with
solutions and put on the 450 nm UV light for 2 minutes. Then, they left stable conditions for 30
minutes, and they were rinsed with PBS three times. PDMS gave better results in UV treatment
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methods because its hydrophobic properties decreased during the UV treatment; hence, cells can
attach to the surface. Differentiation was observed on the PDMS scaffold. However, the UV
treatment did not show the same coating quality all around the scaffold. Cells did not spread out
much homogenously.

Figure 2.4 Spin coating application.
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Figure 2.5 a) PC-12 cells on TPU grid scaffolds coated with Collagen-1. b) PC-12 cells on PCL
grid scaffolds coated with Collagen-1.
Table 2.5 UV treatment surface modification results.
Solution
No Method
Ratio
Duration Material
Design
Grid 1 mm2
1
TPU
pore
Grid 1 mm2
2 CollagenPCL
pore
1
1:30
Grid 0.56
3
PDMS
mm2 pore
Grid 1 mm2
4
TPU
pore
Grid 1 mm2
5
PCL
pore
Poly-L1:10
lysine
Smooth thin
6
PDMS
layer
Grid 1 mm2
2 min.
7
TPU
pore
Grid 1 mm2
8
PCL
pore
Poly-D- 0.1 mM
Smooth thin
9
lysine
PDMS
layer

Results
Cells do not attach
Cells do not attach
a few cells attached but no
differentiation
Cells do not attach
Cells do not attach
a few cells attached and
differentiated
Cells do not attach
Cells do not attach
cells attached and
differentiated
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The last modification method is corona treatment. It uses corona discharged (ionization of
air) at low temperatures to coat the substrates. It uses high voltage to cover the substrate with
coating materials. The samples were put in the dishes and cover with coating materials (Sellin,
2003). Corona discharged was applied in 25 KV and 0.5 mA in 1 minute. After corona was
discharged, scaffolds were rinsed with PBS three times. Cells spread out much more
homogenously on corona treatment compare with UV treatment. The best results were obtained
from corona treatment. Especially cells attached and got differentiation on the smooth PDMS
scaffold sample. However, they did not show the same success on porous design scaffold. Cells
moved to holes before attachment on the surface.

Figure 2.6 Corona treatment application.

Figure 2.7 PDMS scaffold coated with collagen-1 under the corona treatment.
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Table 2.6 Corona treatment surface modification results.
Solution Coating
No Method
Ratio
Hours
Material
Design
Grid 0.56
1
1:30
mm2 pore
Collagen
Smooth thin
2
-1
1:30
layer
Grid 0.56
3
1:10
mm2 pore
Poly-LSmooth thin
4
lysine
1:10
layer
2 min
PDMS
Grid 0.56
5
1:10
mm2 pore
Poly-DSmooth thin
6
lysine
1:10
layer

Results
a few cells attached and
differentiated
cells attached and
differentiated
a few cells attached and
differentiated
cells attached and
differentiated
a few cells attached and
differentiated
cells attached and
differentiated

Corona treatment and PDMS are selected to achieve appropriate differentiation for the
experiment, designs and coating materials were examined to find the optimum approach. Collagen1 and PDL show better results than PLL. Approximately 12000 cells/cm 2 were attached to the
smooth scaffold through collagen 1; however, there were around 9500 cells/cm2 for PDL. It means
Collagen-1 shows around 20% better results than PDL. PLL did not show good performance on
the PDMS scaffolds compare with collagen-1 and PDL. The cells were attached around 4000
cells/cm2 in the PLL samples. These results were taken from smooth surface scaffolds because
smooth surface scaffolds exhibited way better performance than porous structures, as seen in
Figure 2.8. Because of the limitation of the production methods, the intended porous sizes were
not produced; hence, cells are mostly gathered in the porous before attaching to the scaffold
surface. Therefore, Smooth surface design PDMS scaffolds that coated with Collagen-1 were used
in the experiment through corona treatment.
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Figure 2.8 Comparing two different designs under the Corona treatment.
2.6 Stem Cell Culturing and Differentiation

The cells are removed from the animal or plant organisms and proliferated under the
standard conditions until they grow on the appropriate substrate (Education, 2016). Cell
proliferation is the process of a cell divided into two new cells. It causes exponential growth in
cell numbers. In the proliferation process, cells grow and divide simultaneously (Thompson,
2010). At the primary culture stage, the cells require to be subcultured that cells move to a new
dish or flask with a new growth medium to make more space available for sustained growth. The
primary cells turn into a cell line after the first subculture. Cell lines are formed from primary
cultures with a restricted life period and are passaged (Education, 2016).
Cell differentiation a describes process which makes different sort of cells arise from one
cell type (Slack, 2012). The differentiation process takes place regarding the cells' size, shape, and
energy consumption. It can be a reversible process. The differentiation process is responsible for
mechanical and chemical stimulus in the microenvironment. In order to clearly understand the
differentiation method, a process can be generated till getting the desired result. (Ng, Pawijit, Tan,
& Yu, 2019).
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Before the culturing process, PC-12 Cell lines (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) which store in a
nitrogen tank at -140o C degrees, and other chemicals, and biological materials and supplements
were thawed in the water bath at 37o C degrees. After thawing, the complete growth medium was
prepared. It consists of RPMI-1640 (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) medium supplemented with 10% horse
serum (HS, Sigma, St. Louis, MO), 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Sigma, St. Louis, MO), 100
U/ml penicillin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and 100 mg/l streptomycin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and 2
mM L-glutamine (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) (Wiatrak, 2020). The 5 ml medium was put in the sterile
50 ml tube, and PC-12 cell lines were added to this tube. In order to break the cell plate and mix
with medium, 22 g needle or 2 ml pipette was used. The cell plate is softly aspirated to break up
cell clusters 4 or 5 times. Then, the cells were put into a centrifuge at 1000 g for 5 minutes at room
temperature (Wiatrak, 2020). After centrifuge, the cells were attached to the bottom of the tube,
and the waste medium was removed carefully. The new 10 ml new complete growth medium was
added to the tube. Cell plates were gently aspirated to break up the cell cluster via 2 ml and glass
pipettes. Then, the cells with the medium were put on the dish. They were placed in a CO2
incubator under the standard conditions. The medium was changed every 48 hours using the same
process. Cells doubling time is 96 hours (Wiatrak, 2020). After 96 hours, they separated 1:3or 1:4
dishes with respect to cell density. Culturing process began in passage-8 and ended passage-15. In
every passage number, they have separated 1:3 or 1:4 dishes. After Passage-10, half of the cell
dishes were parted as a 1.8 ~ 2x10^6 cells/ml and stored back in the nitrogen tanks to use new
studies. The differentiation process started after Passage-12.
After the culturing process, the medium and other supplements are thawed. The
differentiation growth medium was prepared. It consists of RPMI-1640 medium supplemented
with 1% HS, 100 U/ml penicillin and 100 mg/l streptomycin, 2 mM glutamine, and 100 ng/ml
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nerve grow factor (NGF, Sigma, St. Louis, MO) without FBS (Wiatrak, 2020). The medium was
changed every 48 hours. According to studies, the dynamic force was applied 24 hours. The system
was set up to applied dynamic force after the first 24 hours on the differentiation process (Haq,
2006). 10000 cells/cm2 were added for each scaffold. After 48 hours, cells were fixed with 10%
formalin for 15 minutes. 10% formalin consists of 1:10 formaldehyde-water solution (Wiatrak,
2020). Then, the cells were permeabilized using a solution of 0.1% Triton X-100 (Sigma, St. Louis,
MO) in PBST for 10 min at room temperature (Wiatrak, 2020). PBST consists of 0.1% Tween 20
(Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and PBS. After blocking of non-specific antibody binding with a solution
containing 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA, Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and 10% normal goat serum
(NGS, Sigma, St. Louis, MO) in PBST for 30 min, cells were incubated with anti-NeuN antibody
conjugated with Alexa Fluor 488 (Abcam, Cambridge, MA), doublecortin (DCX, Abcam,
Cambridge, MA) antibody conjugated with mouse fibronectin human type (HFN) and 4′,6diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) for 1 hour at room temperature (Wiatrak, 2020). The
concentration of Alexa antibody and DAPI was 1:100 and DCX 1:500 in PBST with 1% BSA
(Wiatrak, 2020).
2.7 Characterization
In this study, PC-12 cell lines were used to cultivate process and neural differentiation on
scaffolds that were 3D printed. Regulations of biosafety protocol were applied on a work area for
the cell culture process. Class-2 biosafety cabinet was used for the sterile experiment environment.
All medium changes were taken place in sterile cell culture dishes, and different sterilized pipettes
are used for each step. CO2 incubator is used to provide standard cell conditions (5% CO2 and 95%
air, 37o C). Cells were examined with an optical microscope in 10x zoom, and they were counted
hemocytometer method with the following mathematical equation.
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𝐶𝐶
× 𝐷𝐹 × 𝐾 = 𝐶𝑁
𝜃
where, CC represents cells counted in all quadrants, Q represents total quadrants number, DF is
dilution factor, and K represents constant for the hemocytometer method. CN also represents the
estimated cell number per milliliter. Cells in quadrants are counted with the manual method. The
sample put two different hemocytometers. Five quadrants are selected for each hemocytometer to
count cells. It is acceptable under 15 % deviation between two hemocytometers. The
hemocytometer sample is showed in Figure 2.9. After the differentiation step, a fluorescence
microscope was used to analyze viability. Antibodies are used for fluorescent labelling. Nikon NIS
Element Imaging is used as a software to analyze fluorescence microscope results in the
experiment. It is capable of measure cell density and neurite length. 3 random places are selected
for each sample under the fluorescence microscope. Cell density and neurite length are measured
in every picture, like in Figure 2.10. In 10x zoom 1mm2 area can be examined. The average results
of pictures are used to find cells number and neurite lengths for the sample.
Microscopes are one of the non-destructive testing (NDT) methods. NDT is a widespread
group of evaluation methods applied in science and industry to examine a material's features and
components without damaging systems or the environment (Hellier, 2013). NDT does not cause
permanent damage to the items is examined; therefore, these methods can be saved both money
and time in item analysis, troubleshooting, and examination. NDT techniques are categorized such
as visual inspection, ultrasonic, optical, magnetic-particle, liquid penetrant, electric microscope,
radiographic (Hellier, 2013). Among NDT techniques, Visual testing is the most commonly
applied as an NDT technique. It is worked with the natural eye or utilizing uncomplicated costefficient tools (Kroworz & Katunin, 2018). These tools let discover surface defects they can access
difficult complex parts of a structure. Owing to its lack of sophistication, it is useful, the not
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expensive NDT method, and one of the biggest benefits of visual testing is a quick process in
comparison with other NDT techniques (Kroworz & Katunin, 2018).
Optical non-destructive testing has gotten more and more into consideration in recent years
because of its mostly non-destructive imaging features with high accuracy and quality (Zhu, Tian,
Lu, & Zhang, 2011). Microscopes such as optical, confocal, scanning are used for detailed
examination in NTD methods. These types of microscopes play a key role in the bioengineering
field, especially the examination of cell culture and differentiation. The optical microscope is also
called the light microscope. This microscope consists of regular light and as lenses system to
expand views of small samples. The optical microscopes are the first-born design of microscopes
(Kroworz & Katunin, 2018). Although fundamental optical microscopes are a particularly simple
in design, there are several complex optical microscope models that can prove advanced resolution
and sample contrast. The picture from an optical microscope can be taken by typical light-sensitive
cameras to produce a micrograph (Kino & Corle, 1996). Another common microscope type is a
confocal microscope. The main mechanism of the confocal microscope is to light up just one spot
on the experiment via a pinhole. The light which is mirrored from the sample can be imaged
through the objective back to the pinhole. A complete image can be created by scanning the spot
(Kino & Corle, 1996).
Autoclaving is used to sterilize glass equipment such as glass pipettes or glass bottles. The
glass bottles were put into the autoclave. Then, they were exposed 80o C in an hour. Besides
making sterile glass pipettes and glass bottles, autoclaving was used to make sterile water. They
follow the same process except for dry mode. To keep water sterile, autoclave dry mode turned
off.
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Centrifuge was used in order to remove the old medium from cells. The main purpose of
using a centrifuge is to provide cell attachment in the tubes; hence, the old medium is removed
without loosing cells. Centrifuge set up 1000 g at 5 minutes for PC-12 cells at room temperature.

Figure 2.9 The hemocytometer sample.

Figure 2.10 The sample for Nikon NIS Element Imaging software.
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Chapter 3: Dynamic Loading Enhanced Stem Cell Differentiation to Neuron Cells

3.1 Cell Preparation
The cell was cultured till passage-8 in the production center and, cell culture processes
were taken place till passage-15, when there were 2 x 106 cells/ml on the dishes. Table-3.1
demonstrated cell numbers and dish numbers passage by passage during culturing process.
Approximately, the cells were doubled every 96 hours. Hence, dishes are separated 1:3 or 1:4.
Each dish contains roughly 2 x 106 cells/ml. As seen in Table 3.1, there is no increase in dish
numbers because they go through the differentiation process from passage-12. If total dish
numbers are over 6 or 8, extra dishes will be left alone to keep the experiment stable; hence, there
are no more dishes than 8 in the passages.
Table 3.1 Cell numbers during the culturing process
Passage
Dish
No
Numbers
Cell Numbers
P8
1
1.8~2 x106 cells/ml
P9
3
1.8~2 x106 cells/ml
P10
8
1.8~2 x106 cells/ml
P11
8
1.8~2 x106 cells/ml
P12
6
1.8~2 x106 cells/ml
P13
6
1.8~2 x106 cells/ml
P14
6
1.8~2 x106 cells/ml
P15
4
1.8~2 x106 cells/ml
3.2 Differentiation Results
After culturing process, the cells were attached to the scaffold to see how the differentiation
process take place on the scaffold. The Dynamic force was applied at 0.5 Hz and 1 Hz during the
differentiation. Two different models set up with respect to 4% and 8% strain rate. Hence, the
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results were taken at 4% and 8% strain rate in 0.5 Hz, 4% and 8% strain rate in 1 Hz, and static
scaffolds. Each experiment was repeated at least 3 times. The results were obtained by comparing
cell density and neurite length. In each sample, 3 regions were selected to examine cell density
and neurite length in a fluorescence microscope. Secondary antibodies did not use to stain cells
because PDMS is transparent material; hence samples were examined without a stain on the optical
microscope. In the Figure 3.1, average of the samples results is demonstrated as cell density and
neurite length. The picture examples of the results are given in the Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3.
The results are compared in the Figure 3.1 in cells density and neurite lengths. According
to experiments results, the static structure is suitable to increase cells numbers. Cells density of
statics structure is 16000 cells/cm2, and this is 25% better than the best dynamic structures results
-12000 cells/cm2- which took place 4% strain rate and 0.5 Hz. It is an inversely proportional
between cell numbers and dynamic movement. When the strain rate is getting bigger, cell density
is getting lower. Moreover, applied high frequency does not help to increase cells density on the
PC-12 cells. The result obtained from the 4% strain rate is ~40% better than the 8% strain rate in
both 0.5 Hz and 1 Hz. PC-12 cell lines are extremely sensitive, and they do not attach any surfaces
easily; thus, any motion on the scaffolds can rip off from scaffolds, and they can float in the
differentiation medium. The cells do not get differentiated without attached to the dish or scaffold
surfaces. Hence, extreme force and speeds may not be applied to PC-12 cells during the
differentiation process.
On the other hand, neurite length on dynamic structures demonstrated better results than
static structure, as seen Figure 3.1. On the contrary cells density, PC-12 cells neurite lengths in the
static structure are 40% shorter than the best dynamic scaffold result, which took place at 4% strain
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rate 1 Hz. Apparently, 4% strain rate shows similar results with 8% strain rate at 0.5 Hz, and 4%
strain rate scaffolds are 25% better performance than 8% strain rate at 1 Hz.
In order to find optimum results, cell density and neurite length results were analyzed
together. Even if the cell density decreased when dynamic loading was applied, 3 different samples
demonstrated enough cell numbers on the scaffold surfaces. These were static structure, 4% 0.5
Hz sample, and 4% 1 Hz sample; hence, if neurite length measured compared among these 3
samples. It was seen that the best neural cell development took place in a 4% 1 Hz sample.
Therefore, it is chosen as the optimum result among all scaffold applications.
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Figure 3.1 Cell Density and neurite length in comparison
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Figure 3.2 a) Smooth surface PDMS sample -1 at 8% 1 Hz on 20x zoom. b) Smooth surface PDMS
sample -2 static on 10x zoom.
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Figure 3.3 a) Smooth surface PDMS sample -3 at 4% 1 Hz on 20x zoom. b) Smooth surface
PDMS sample -4 at 8% 0.5 Hz on 10x zoom. c) Smooth surface PDMS sample -5 at 8% 0.5 Hz
on 10x zoom.
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Chapter 4: Conclusion

The main purpose of this thesis is to explain how dynamic mechanical loading impacts
stem cells differentiation. Models with controllable strain and frequency to apply dynamic
mechanical loading on the scaffolds were successfully designed and built. To enhance the cellscaffold adhesion and the impact of the mechanical loading, types of materials and scaffold surface
modification methods were tested. It was discovered that corona discharge treated collagen-1
coated PDMS provides the best cell-scaffold adhesion. Through dynamic loading experiments, it
was confirmed that mechanical stimulation could enhance the stem cell differentiation towards
neurol cells, especially at lower strain and higher loading frequency.
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Chapter 5: Future Vision and Limitations

This study shows that mechanical stimulus in suitable properties can play a significant role
in neural stem cell differentiation for future works. It can enhance cell proliferation during in vitro
studies. It may also guide to reduce recovery time and provide better healing in minor spinal cord
injuries. It could provide a way to treat major traumas in the spinal cord that are considered to be
irreversible. Even, it may be vital to generate artificial tissues. For example, it can be used to
replace damaged herniated disks by artificial ones in future work.
However, some limitations were faced in this study. Because of the limitations in the
manufacturing processes, the micro size porous structure cannot be produced; hence, it did not
show the effects of micro size pores on the scaffold surface for neurol cell differentiation.
Moreover, contamination is difficult to avoid when applying dynamic loading. Future work is
needed to protect the cells better from contamination, such as encapsulating the dynamic loading
devices.
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